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1 Summary
Cottenham, with a population of around 6,500 in close proximity to Cambridge, is an affluent village
which has, for a variety of reasons, neglected investment in its infrastructure over recent years so
several community facilities are absent, out of date or need expanding. Imminent expansion and
natural expansion will increase the population towards 8,500 over the next 15 years.
This project, which includes improvements to the access road and car park and a separate early
years nursery, provides a purpose-built Village Hall with an expected life well in excess of the 50
years delivered by today’s Hall. Located on the Recreation Ground, the new Hall, being adjacent to
the King George V Playing Field, is expected to play a key role in encouraging and broadening
participation in, and enjoyment of, indoor and outdoor recreation and sport in Cottenham.
The overall aim is to deliver – as cited in the parish ballot:







a much better Village Hall with more and better facilities
if you cannot use today’s Hall – a good, disability-friendly one
if you have young children – improved pre- and post-school facilities
a large venue with kitchen and car-parking for a party or wedding reception
improved facilities for the Sports & Social Club and older residents’ day care
somewhere to hold a business meeting or conference with full WiFi

This business plan, which focuses on the Village Hall, identifies a range of current and anticipated
community needs, with sufficient flexibility to meet unanticipated future needs. It explores the
accessible market and necessary partnering and operating strategies to deliver both the community
and financial objectives without significantly interfering with the viability of existing facilities.
The design, planning applications and tender process will be funded from Parish Council reserves
with construction and fit-out mostly funded from long-term debt finance to be arranged with the
Public Works Loan Board. Debt finance, funded by a supplementary precept paid by the village’s
Council Tax payers, will create a long-term much-needed community asset for Cottenham. Operating
profits and windfalls from, e.g. developer contributions, will help pay down the debt, and reduce the
supplementary precept, within the loan period – a strategy facilitated by using several loans that can
be redeemed individually as resources permit.
It is expected that the project will provide a wide range of services for the community, be a valuable
physical asset, quickly cover its operating costs and, as developer contributions are paid and usage
increases, allow the supplementary precept to be eliminated and costs transferred to users. Later,
the facility will create a significant contribution to local finances.
This simplified, more compact Hall design removes the integrated Nursery element which was
contentious to the local planners by increasing building height, mass and scale. We are aiming to
deliver the Hall and separate Nursery and associated car park and roadway improvement within a
£3.0 million + VAT capital project financed as follows:





apply up to £400,000 from reserves to finance the design
sustain the precept at £118,000 p.a. specifically to finance the necessary long-term debt
apply to MHCLG for authority to borrow up to £2.5 million for around 25 years
apply anticipated £450,000 developer contributions
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2 Identifying the need
Challenges & Limitations
Today’s Village Hall has evolved over nearly fifty years from a small sports pavilion and space for
indoor sport to a general-purpose Hall used for a variety of community purposes, still mostly
supporting and encouraging indoor and outdoor recreation.
However, it is no longer fit for purpose for several reasons which will become worse as the village
continues to grow:
The Village Hall is unattractive to users:
o

Cosmetic
 floor tiling
 fluorescent lighting, ceiling tiles
 old, insecure doors
 exposed/vulnerable Central Heating pipes
There are also safeguarding concerns with the current layout:



security - no internal zone to safeguard kids / elderly from concurrent users
flexibility – shared toilet use limits occupation to a single activity most of the time

And there is inadequate storage even for today’s three regular users
o Kids Club playthings regularly spill into the hall and onto the stage
o Aerobics matting etc. in passageway adjacent to Emergency Exit route
o Day Centre armchairs and serving trolley
And there are other storage issues:
o tables and chairs dispersed on stage or in store-rooms
o cleaning materials stored in security cupboard
o dishwasher / sink fit-out has not been feasible
The building’s age indicated a need for a major refit as a minimum:
o repurposing the old changing rooms superseded by the Sports Pavilion
o bar store ceiling is failing as are the flat roof covering and external rendering
o lack of disabled toilets
o poor quality toilets generally
o inaccessibility of light / heating controls
o limitations on secure storage for cleaning materials etc.
o poor insulation and door closings leading to increased energy costs
Cottenham has only limited “village hall” facilities in other venues:






Cottenham Club – in a central location with low fees and parking, but ageing
All Saints Church Hall – limited availability, no parking and some distance from village centre
CVC – good facilities but high fees and limits on availability, especially in day-time
Community Centre – central location, moderate fees and reasonable facilities but no parking
Royal British Legion – ageing with restricted parking and some distance from village centre
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Salvation Army Hall – in central location, no parking and restricted uses

Improvements to retain existing users and attract new ones
The aim is to create a fit-for-purpose self-sustaining multi-user Village Hall, including spaces of
various sizes for community uses ranging from Council meetings, community meetings, out-ofschool groups, exercise classes, and indoor sports to major events, including concerts, conferences,
dances, dinners, birthday parties, and weddings. It will also be a key support base for outdoor sportrelated community events such as the Cottenham Cup, Cottenham United Colts 5-a-side tournament
and Cottenham Festival. The setting on the Recreation Ground – a King George V Playing Field - will
be key to encouraging increased participation and enjoyment of indoor and outdoor sport across
ability, age and gender.
To retain existing users, there are three key requirements:




increase ground-floor storage
improve security segregation for multiple concurrent users
provide toilet facilities for elderly and disabled

Expanding to new clients requires:






provide show-cases for more local community and sports clubs to promote their activities
provide drop-in meeting space, office and communications facilities for micro-businesses
provide meeting space and office facilities for charities and community groups
improve café / bar facilities for hirers / casual users
provide cosmetic makeover to improve attractiveness

All require sustainability improvements from today’s Village Hall:





reduce energy consumption
reduce cleaning costs
reduce maintenance costs
minimise on-site supervisory costs, using a combination of technology and trusted key
partners as supervisors.
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3 Validating the need
Situation
The SCDC Community Facilities Audit 2009 applied the SCDC average of 110m2 per 1,000 head of
population, to conclude that, based on a population of 6,100 at the 2011 census Cottenham, had a
deficit of 383 square metres, with only 294 square metres of indoor community meeting space. In
addition the Village Hall, accounting for some 200 m2 of that provision was rated only as “poor” in
terms of both quality and accessibility, leaving only 100 m2 of “good” quality provision in a facility
(Cottenham Salvation Army Hall) with limited access to the public.
Nearly 250 m2 was added when the Cottenham Community Centre opened, but with Cottenham’s
population set to grow over the next few years to 8,500, the “need” is now over 900 m2, a deficit of
around 600 m2.

Complications
Cottenham has grown substantially over recent years with no commensurate improvement or
extension to its community facilities beyond the regeneration of the former Methodist Chapel as a
Community Centre.
To retain sustainability, SCDC’s emerging Local Plan identifies a number of characteristics for indoor
community facilities in Rural Centres like Cottenham:
i.
Rural Centres should feature at least one large facility which offers extended access to
all community groups at competitive rates.
ii.
The centre should have at least one high quality main hall space suitable for a variety of
uses, potentially including club sport and physical activity; theatrical
rehearsals/performances and social functions, ideally in a central and accessible
location in the community. The facility should also offer smaller, separate meeting
spaces and significant storage.
iii.
All facilities, including toilets, should be fully accessible, or retro-fitted to ensure
compliance with Disability Discrimination Act legislation wherever possible. Additional
facilities, for example changing rooms, should be fit for purpose and compliant with
design best practice (for example Sport England).
iv.
Facilities should include a sizable kitchen/catering area (potentially professionally
equipped) for the preparation of food and drink. It is desirable that the hall be licensed,
with a personal licence holder, to permit a larger number of events. The facility may
also require employed staff.
v.
All new-build facilities should be designed with significant energy-efficiency measures in
place. This includes energy efficient lighting (including timers and automatic censors);
double/triple glazing; draught proofing; insulation; appropriate central heating etc.
Additional measures, such as the capture and use of grey water, photovoltaic cells,
Combined Heat and Power (CHP), should also be explored.
vi.
All current facilities should be upgraded where appropriate and feasible to ensure that
management / revenue costs are kept to a minimum.
Apart from required facilities, key location criteria include:
i.
proximity to the primary school, to limit traffic and improve child safety for children
attending the out-of-school club
ii.
location within the village centre for easy walking distance for most village residents
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iii.
iv.
v.

site scale to provide secure parking facilities for those further afield in the parish or less
mobile
potential to integrate and safeguard multiple users, improving utilisation and reducing
costs
distance from neighbouring residences to minimise noise disturbance

Cottenham has only limited “village hall” facilities in other venues:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Cottenham Club – in a central location with low fees and parking, but ageing
All Saints’ Church Hall – limited availability and parking and far from the village centre
CVC – good facilities but high fees and limits on availability, especially in day-time due
to child safeguarding
Community Centre – central, moderate fees and good facilities but no parking
Cottenham Salvation Army Hall – central, but limited availability and no parking
Royal British Legion – ageing, restricted parking and some distance from village centre

Evidence of community consultation and support
In addition to many informal consultations by email, social media or face-to-face, there have been
four principal sources to the Neighbourhood Plan:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

Vision Plan – this parish-wide survey in 2014, with 217 responses, focused on
improvements to facilities:
a) 46% of respondents thought we needed a new or refurbished Village Hall
b) 23% wanted additional facilities for small and start-up businesses
NP survey – this parish-wide survey in the winter of 2016, with 973 responses, tested
residents’ views on a wide range of issues:
a) Two findings relate to an improved or new Village Hall
i.
79% thought we should improve welfare and day care facilities for the elderly
and less-mobile
ii.
68% thought we should improve leisure and recreation facilities
Ballot – this parish-wide ballot in late 2016, with 453 responses, tested residents’ views
on whether or not “a new Village Hall and Nursery is worth £1/week on each home’s
Council Tax”?
a) 60.5% were in favour; some raising clarification questions or urging progress.
b) 39.5% were against; many thinking the use of Council Tax was unfair or the Tax
was too high
7 issues – this parish-wide survey in late 2017, with 466 responses, tested residents’
views on:
a) separating the Village Hall and Nursery to improve the probability of obtaining
planning permission
i.
68% were in favour and a further 19% had no preference
b) Proximity of the Nursery to the Primary School
i.
71% were in favour and a further 17% had no preference
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Key dates and meetings
As options have been considered and the design evolved, a number of public occasions have been
used to display the project status:











Cottenham Festival, on 2nd July 2016, to show project overview, including estimated costs.
Parish Council, on 5th July 2016, to select the external design and decide whether to proceed
with an application for outline planning permission or move directly to full permission.
Parish Council, on 20th October 2016, approved formal application for planning permission.
Financing model developed through to precept and loan following ballot.
Parish Council decisions on ballot and increased precept (10th January 2017).
A formal planning application was made in December 2016 and refused in May 2017.
Post-refusal meetings with SCDC planners clarified the reasons for refusal.
The “mass and scale” in the open countryside issue can be addressed by removing the
nursery from the main build; the nursery also has planning issues in its own right.
A Highways pre-application meeting has identified a suitable solution for the access.
Two pre-application reports have been obtained – separately for the Hall and Nursery.

Nominal demolition timing is Winter 2018 with construction practically complete by Autumn 2019.

4 Researching possible solutions
A considerable amount of research was conducted during 2015 and 2016 into how the limitations of
the existing building might be overcome by refurbishment.
a)

b)

c)

It was initially thought possible to create disabled access toilets by using space freed
up by relocating the existing changing rooms into the new Sports Pavilion. However
the space available was insufficient to meet both the need for additional storage and
toilet space.
Extending the building footprint is difficult due to the attached ladybird pre-school,
adjacent Primary School, proximity of underground waste water arrangements and
encroachment onto the main football pitch.
Adding an upper floor would require substantial re-engineering of the building
structure, necessitating a similar outage period would not address the building’s
inherent energy-inefficiency and yield an inferior building to a complete replacement.

Architects were commissioned to create a conceptual replacement building and, as part of the
preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan, various potential locations in the central area of the village
appraised for suitability.
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Reviewing design and location criteria
The new facility must meet a number of design and location criteria:
Requirement

Approach

Accessibility

Concurrent safe use of
separate spaces from 30m2 to
200m2
Disability-friendly

Noise

Neighbour- friendly

Drop-in
meeting
spaces

Community group and smallbusiness friendly - allowing
drop-in WiFi-enabled meeting
or work spaces throughout the
day and evening
Protecting vulnerable elderly
and young

Flexible spaces capable
of being used separately
for a variety of purposes
Disabled toilets for each
main space with
additional “changing
place” for future-proof
accessibility
Separation from
neighbours to minimise
noise disturbance
Drop-in business
/community group
meeting spaces available
throughout the day and
evening
Spaces capable of being
“locked-down” when
occupied by vulnerable
groups
Adequate parking space
with restricted access
during school drop-off
and pick-up times to
deter additional traffic.
Per SCDC policy

Size

Safeguarding

Car-parking

Adequate not to exclude
residents from within parish
but outside village

Cycle storage

Adequate to encourage use by
all village residents
Within village central area to
maximise walking

Centrality

Control

Building under Community or
Parish Council control

Location

Proximity to Ladybird preschool and Cottenham Primary
School to provide safe “onestop” drop-off and pick-up
Below that of the immediate
environment
Imaginative and original so as
to extend and renew the
distinctive character and
traditions of Cottenham’s built
environment

Height
Style

Site is within 800 metre
walking distance of the
village centre
Parish Council favoured

Site adjacent to existing
village development
framework and within
Recreation Ground
Key likely to be the
Primary School
Two-storey pavilion-style
within slightly extended
village development
framework

Nearest
comparator
Community
Centre
Community
Centre

Village Hall

Community
Centre

None

Village Hall

Village Hall
Community
Centre
Community
Centre or
Village Hall
Village Hall

Village Hall or
Primary School
Village Hall or
Primary School
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As part of the Neighbourhood Plan research, six central sites (see Figure 1) were considered for
extension, new build or refurbishment:
a) Cottenham Club - not listed but is located in the Conservation Area close to
neighbouring residences. It is privately operated with limited scope for extension
without sacrificing some of the relatively few parking spaces; also the building fabric is
around 100 years old making expensive renovation essential.
b) Community Centre - not listed but is located in the Conservation Area close to
neighbouring residences. It is operated by a charity but has negligible scope for
extension and no parking spaces; in addition the building fabric is around 100 years old
making renovation expensive.
c) Cottenham Salvation Army Hall – not listed but is located in the Conservation Area close
to neighbouring residences. It is privately operated, has limited scope for extension and
no parking spaces; in addition the building fabric is around 100 years old making
renovation expensive.
d) Co-op site is a brownfield site located in the Conservation Area close to neighbouring
residences. It is privately operated and has some scope for new build but has vehicle
access issues.
e) Durman Stearn is a brownfield site located in the Conservation Area close to
neighbouring residences. It is privately operated and has some scope for new build but
has vehicle access issues.
f) Watson’s Yard is a brownfield site located in the Conservation Area close to
neighbouring residences. The site is in multiple ownership and has some scope for new
build but has vehicle access issues.
None of the above sites is within Parish Council control, creating additional complexity for a
community facility investment.
Four sites on or near the Recreation ground were also considered; all of which offer improved safety
for children attending both the out-of-school club and Primary School, especially if siblings attend
the adjacent Ladybird pre-school:
g) Land between Rampthill Farm and the Cottenham United Charities Allotments – land
owned by Cambridgeshire County Council with strong aspirations to develop as housing.
h) Part of the Cottenham United Charities Allotments – the Trust and allotment holders
are reluctant to move from this location which would, in any case, be close to
neighbouring residences, and require substitute provision.
i) Adjacent to the recently-built Sports Pavilion – land outside the village development
framework and dedicated as King George V Playing Field and would need substitution
and, in any case, is close to neighbouring residences.
j) On or near the site of the existing Village Hall – although the land is just outside the
village development framework, it is adjacent to the expanding Primary School and
inside the framework proposed in the emerging Neighbourhood Plan.
The existing Village Hall site was considered suitable for community facilities in the AECOM site
assessment3.
The Parish Council study concluded that no other sites in the village can provide a “safe cluster” to
safeguard children and minimise traffic. The “safe cluster” of Primary School, Ladybird Pre-School
and the planned new Nursery permit minimum-distance safe off-road transfers between the
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facilities when children transfer between Primary School and out-of-school club or parents are
dropping off or collecting children from any of these facilities.

Figure 1: Sites reviewed as potential locations for Village Hall – see corresponding
text for details
The Recreation Ground site is sustainably located at one end of the route served frequently by Citi8
buses although improved access and control of on-site car parking will also be necessary for
residents living some distance from the site and beyond the range of more sustainable walking,
cycling or bus services.
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Planning implications
The Recreation round sites, including the site of the existing Village Hall and adjacent Ladybird preschool are technically “in the countryside”, being outside the existing village development
framework and therefore in conflict with policy DP/7 in the adopted Local Plan and policy S/7 in the
emerging Local Plan. However, as can be seen in Figure 2, the site of the existing Village Hall and
Ladybird pre-school are already permitted developments outside the village development
framework. They are already virtually surrounded by actual or planned housing and the Primary
School buildings. A further expansion of the Primary School is imminent to cater for recent and
substantial planning permissions in the area.
It was concluded that a minor adjustment to the village development framework, mostly to embrace
established buildings including the Village Hall, Ladybird pre-school and recent extension to the
primary School would not encroach into “real” open countryside and involves no significant loss of
recreation space yet would enable a considerable improvement to amenity within the village,
including the enjoyment of sport.
Cottenham’s emerging Neighbourhood Plan includes the site within a slightly extended development
framework, outlined in blue on Figure 2. The extension represents a minor adjustment of the
framework, mostly to include established buildings. It is not really extending the framework into
“open countryside” and involves no significant loss of recreational space, while considerably
enhancing amenity.

Figure 2: Cottenham development framework (per Pre-submission draft
Neighbourhood Plan 2017)
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Policy from Pre-submission draft Neighbourhood Plan
Policy AF/2: Multi-purpose Village Hall

Planning permission will be approved for a modern multi-purpose Village Hall
adjacent to the Primary School on the Recreation Ground within the
development framework boundary to provide more appropriate community
facilities, including out-of-school child-care, an informal day centre for the
elderly, and drop-in meeting facilities for small businesses and community
groups provided the design:
a) does not lead to loss of any sports pitches, and
b) is imaginative and original so as to extend and renew the distinctive
character and traditions of Cottenham’s built environment, and
c) includes Wi-Fi and printing technology to facilitate small business or
community group drop-in working in a central village location, and
d) encourages pedestrian access, and contributes to safer traffic
movements by inclusion of appropriate on-site parking and site access
improvements
5 Design evolution
The Integrated Hall & Nursery proposal
An integrated two-storey building including both the Village Hall and Early Years Nursery on the site
of the existing Village Hall remains the most cost-effective and safest solution to the established
need. It is therefore necessary for this building to be sited “in the countryside”” as is its predecessor.
However the height, mass and scale necessary to encompass the necessary facilities within the
available space with the added consideration of being outside the village framework made the
design unacceptable to planners.
To reduce the perceived mass and scale, several measures were considered or applied:
a) separate buildings would reduce the mass and scale of any individual building but there are no
obvious locations that do not necessitate re-development of the Ladybird Pre-School and
increase the burden on the public purse or encroach further into the “open countryside” (noting
that recent planning permissions have all but enclosed the site within the development
framework.
b) single storey on a larger footprint would reduce the perceived mass but the immediate site is
constrained on all four sides by the Ladybird pre-school, Cottenham Primary School, the car park
and underground services, and the football field.
c) two different roof configurations to reduce ridge height relative to the Primary School and the
perceived mass and scale of the roof itself:
i.
a shallower pitched design with reduced ceiling heights and some absorption of the upper
floor within the roof space prevents plant being housed in the roof space and, although
acceptable to members of the Village Design Group and residents voting in the ballot which
agreed to fund it from the precept, was not liked by the SCDC Urban Design team
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ii.

a compromise “two-pile” approach suggested by the Urban Design team, although not liked
by members of the Village Design Group, could be rendered more acceptable by use of
contrasting materials to break up the appearance when viewed from the south-eastern
approach from Lambs Lane. It is this design that is currently proposed.

The single building, while inevitably larger in mass and scale than the existing building, was designed
to complement the recently-built Sports Pavilion and policy B/1 of The Cottenham Village Design
Guide - “High quality contemporary architecture is encouraged. Imaginative and original design can
extend and renew the distinctive character and traditions of Cottenham’s built environment.”
However, that design proved to have unacceptable “mass and scale” for a building located in the
“open countryside” in planning terms and integration of the Nursery added additional complications.
There were also concerns that the increased parking provision might attract more traffic along the
access road during the sensitive drop-off and pick-up times for the Primary School.

Separating the Hall and Nursery
The revised design with a slightly smaller footprint and lower in height has been developed with the
aim to deliver almost the same overall functionality as the previous design with the exception of the
Nursery. This will create a Hall with similar Hall revenue prospects to the previous design.
Proposed improvements to the access road will significantly improve pedestrian safety by providing
a segregated footway alongside a wider carriageway so two vehicles can pass without risk of being
forced onto the footway or to reverse into Lambs Lane. The additional parking spaces will not be
available during school drop-off and pick-up times.
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6 The future Village Hall
Design
The proposed design provides some 600 m2 of new space, albeit with a loss of around 180m2 – a net
gain of some 400m2, enough to cater for likely population expansion over the next fifteen years.
For sustainability, the hall should be located within 800 metres of most residents.
The design is based on a 2-floor concept with each floor temporarily or permanently divided to
create separate internal spaces allowing safe operation concurrently by several user groups with
minimal supervision. Layouts will be subject to revision as the planning permission and design
process continues. The building footprint is slightly larger (towards the field) than today’s Hall.
Seen from the site entrance, the “single-pile” design allows a relatively-steep roof pitch,
characteristic of many Cottenham villas while keeping the roof ridge height below that of the near
neighbour Cottenham Primary School. The appearance is softened by asymmetric use of surface
cladding and colouring.
Seen from the playing field, the building style relates well to the Sports Pavilion at the other side of
the main football pitch.
With a core management and caretaking staff, appropriate licences and service partners it will offer
a wide range of facilities for:





Meetings – community, charity, Council or micro-business
Performance – dance, films, live and recorded music, plays
Recreation – indoor sport, especially for the less mobile
Teaching – business and vocational skills
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Schematics of the proposed design and location on the Recreation Ground.

Figure 3: Elevations

Figure 4: Site layout
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Upper Floor layout
The Upper Floor has balcony access with views over the playing fields, with optional expansion to
120m2 with bar and kitchen facilities, each usable independently of events downstairs:








A core 60m2 carpeted “Lounge bar” area including balcony access ; this enables nonexclusive part-time use (U1.1- 64)* by Cottenham United Sports & Social Club on several
weekday evenings and at weekends with a complementary “Business Members’ hub”
enabling drop-in use (U1.2-32)* of around eight hot desks by Business Club members during
weekdays. Access to the kitchenette for beverages and/or fridge/microwave meals and the
nearby nursery as crèche, will increase the attractiveness.
The adjacent wood-floored “Community Meeting Room area can be used (U2.1-64)* as an
informally-dividable community meeting area, as bookable meeting space (U2.2-32)* by
users of the Business Members’ hub, or as an extension to the Social Members’ Club (U2.3128)* for larger events (similar in size to todays’ hall).
The third space acts primarily as a “Parish Council Office” (U3.1-16)* with secure space for
confidential documentation so the room can also be let out as a community meeting room
(U3.2-16)*.
Combining the two main spaces with the other facilities creates the potential to host 100+
guests at a wedding receptions, anniversary parties or business conferences etc.

Apart from possible weekday day-time use for extensions to child-care, the spaces should meet the
needs of local commercial events and parties, including dances, dinners and wedding receptions,
with a drop-in business hub in the Club Room for micro-enterprise use during day-times.
*See section on projected revenues; codes refer to space, usage and capacity for each area.

Figure 5: Upper floor layout

Upper floor room capacities
Space

Area m2

Dance capacity

Theatre capacity

Dining capacity

Upper – Lounge bar

60

120

100

60

Upper – Meeting area

60

120

100

60

Upper - Office

31

31
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Ground Floor
“Zone 1” (120m2) is accessed via the main entrance with emergency exits to the secure outdoor
recreation areas at the front of the building.


Zone 1 is essentially a direct replacement for today’s “Main Hall” with more integrated userspecific storage (12m2 and 20m2), larger kitchen (15m2) and toilets, including nearby “adult
changing place” toilet, plus a basic PA and multi-media system for paper-free meetings, WiFi and
audio-loop for the hard-of-hearing. This suite can be “locked-down” to safeguard vulnerable
groups while the rest of the building is used for other purposes. This facility should meet today’s
“business as usual” users, including term-time morning/evening and all-day holiday use by
around 50 children in an out-of-school club (G1.1-48)*, weekday use by Cottenham Day Centre
(G1.2-48)*, evening use for larger public meetings (G1.3-120)* and exercise classes (G1.4–48)*
etc as well as for a Polling Station (G1.5-120)* at election times. It should attract additional
hirings for up to 180 partying adults (G1.6-180)* etc., especially at weekends.

“Zone 2” (82m2) is accessed via a corridor from the main entrance with emergency exits onto the
field at the front, but also has a secondary staff / special event entrance.


Zone 2 is designed primarily as an “Indoor Recreation Hall” (G2.1-82)* but is also well suited for
use as a Council / Committee Meeting Room (G2.2-128)*, Performance area (G2.3-128)* or
Community Meeting Room (G2.4-41)*, either stand-alone or combined with zone 1. It has
dedicated storage spaces (9m2 and 12m2), a 15m2 kitchen and toilets, including a fully-accessible
one, and a stage with lighting and a basic PA and multi-media system.

Other downstairs facilities include a small office that might host business printing or even
teleconferencing, allowing some shared drop-in use, vandal-resistant external public toilet etc.

Figure 6: Ground floor layout

Ground floor room capacities
Space

Area m2

Dance capacity

Theatre capacity

Dining capacity

Ground - Main Hall / bar

120

240

200

120

Ground – Sports Hall /
stage

82

164

128

82
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Security
The building will be physically secure with roller shutters across all ground floor doors and windows
with added protection from all-round 24/7 CCTV and perimeter alarm system. The alarm system will
be managed day-by-day by a member of staff, a service partner or Parish Councillor; one of whom
must be on site whenever any part of the building is occupied.
Access to main areas within the building will be controlled by an electronic locking system to
minimise the need for staff supervision.

7 Capital Finance
Capital Costs & Primary Finance



Delays and increases in interest charges have increased the estimated project costs.
The current estimate for the Nursery, Village Hall and roadworks project, is around £3,150,000 +
VAT including professional fees and contingencies based on a construction cost for the Hall of
around £1,850,000 +VAT.

Item
Concept > planning permission
Road and site works (inc. temp. accommodation)
Village Hall
Nursery
Total











Fees

Construction
£33,000
£245,500
£115,000
£393,000

£130,000
£1,850,000
£770,000
£2,750,000

Total
£33,000
£130,000
£2,095,500
£885,000
£3,143,500

Under Local Government financing rules it is necessary to have access to the funds for the entire
project before committing to construction.
The financing model agreed by the Parish Council is based on a combination of VAT recovery
from HMRC, use of financial reserves and borrowing from the Public Works Loan Board over
around 30 years.
These factors indicate that borrowing of up to around £2,700,000 may be necessary to finance
the combined project.
This amount – barring serious increases in government borrowing rates - should be sufficient to
repay a debt of around £2,700,000 over 35 years in the absence of other funding.
Recent planning permissions include around £1 million in s.106 developer contributions, with
50% of the nursery element payable “up-front” allowing actual borrowing to be reduced.
The primary repayment model adopted by the Parish Council following a village-wide ballot is to
increase the precept by £118,000 p.a., (the “supplementary precept”) which is equivalent to
£0.99 per week on a Band D home (66p/week for Band A, £1.50/week for Band G).
By structuring the loan appropriately (several concurrent loans, possibly over different terms),
net income, donations/grants and/or developer windfall contributions can be used to pay off the
debt in stages, allowing a progressive reduction in the supplementary precept.

The construction will be financed from a Parish Council “Capital Fund” created from Parish Council
reserves and a number of public works loans raised for an initial period of up to 35 years.
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The Parish Council will annually review the level of outstanding debt, net receipts from operations,
developer and other contributions or donations and, whenever possible repay some loans to reduce
the outstanding debt and, in turn the level of the supplementary precept.

Supplementary funding
In addition, various other forms of finance will be sought to reduce the capital outlay and/or secure
future revenue income without compromising the project timescale. These could include:












Developer contributions
o While not actively sought, further windfalls from developer contributions are likely,
especially for off-site Community Facilities provision.
Grants
o Cottenham is, on average, an affluent village putting us at a disadvantage against
other communities when bidding for grants. There are some sources (e.g. WREN) of
modest grant funding that may be relevant for “fitting-out” projects on a room-byroom basis, once we agree the target purposes and requirements of each space.
Partner funding
o There may be partners willing to invest up-front in exchange for security of tenure
(longer-term contracts with fixed or specified fees) and/or future discounts.
Lottery
o Subject to obtaining the necessary licence and finding a champion to promote it, we
could run a lottery to raise funds, especially once the Hall is open for business.
Advertising
o There may be scope to create and let advertising space both internally and
externally or both community and commercial advertisers.
Sponsorships
o From individual rooms to the entire building, short-term and long-term “naming
rights” are options.
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8 Revenue finance
Building the user community – “partners, champions and promotion”
The new facility is larger than today’s Hall and time and promotion will be needed to make full use of
its facilities and optimise revenues. Much of that promotion will be by word of mouth from people
who have experienced one or more of the facilities, services or events, particularly sport or
education-related users. So, while regular promotion will be needed in the Cottenham Newsletter,
on the Parish Council’s website and Facebook pages, and elsewhere, a number of champions will
need to be recruited and nurtured to build and maintain a reputation as an attractive venue. Some
of those champions will be “Service Partners” sharing more directly in the operation of the facility.
Many of these champions and partners will be regular participants or organisers of the types of
activity necessary to make the Hall a community and financial success. These groups will be engaged
progressively as the project evolves:
1. Retaining key / existing hirers and users – primarily known contacts at the Kids Club, Sports
& Social Club, Day Centre, Aerobics and Ladybirds – offered a monthly meeting / eMail to
review progress and provide input into the technical design once that begins in exchange for
“in principle” partner contracts and participation in the launch programme. Partners play a
key security-related role through their presence on-site alongside Council staff.
2. Winning back “lost” hirers and users – those groups and/or individuals who used to hire the
hall but, for some non-financial reason, have gone elsewhere – offered “come and see/try”
tours during the launch programme in exchange for feedback comments and publishable
quotes (“why I might come back”) etc. with discount offers on a hiring within the first 12
months of operation.
3. Attracting new hirers and users – target under-served groups by offering invitations to a
series of special events, each possibly for a nominated local charity, during the launch
programme and subsequently. The role of part-time operations / marketing manager
becomes essential to securing success.
While some of the above activity can be handled (during stage #A) by existing staff and willing Parish
Councillors, a small launch team, supported by a marketing budget, will be desirable at some stage
(stage #B) when the full range of facilities and options become possible .
This emerging Business Plan will include optimistic and pessimistic incremental cost and income
projections to build up the finance model. It will be subject to wider scrutiny in Council and will be a
key part of our submission to the Ministry for Housing, Communities & Local Government once we
have planning permission.
The three strands can be addressed progressively to restrain costs while income develops:




retain existing regular users – Kids Club, Sports & Social Club etc. at low risk with a view to
establishing net positive operating income from “day #1”
attract new regular users – from bands, dance or sports classes to increase utilisation at
discounted fees for charities and community uses.
attract service partners to broaden the offer for “one-off” events from business launches
and training events, dinners and dances to parties etc.
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Four strands will increase utilisation across the day and week:
1. improved facilities will, if marketed appropriately, attract more users and/or higher rates.
2. the new adjacent Nursery will open up possibilities for young families, especially parents.
3. improved outdoor facilities aimed at all-weather, extended-day operation will broaden and
extend the range of visitors on-site.
4. The Hall and Nursery will play a very important role in improving cohesion between the
stablished settlement and new residents in the adjacent developments of over 500 homes.
Market assessment is under way to identify potential new users and acceptable rates so fit-out can
be geared to necessary functionality and detailed financial modelling undertaken against
achievement of four progressive financial milestones:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Positive operating income: revenue exceeds operating costs (to be achieved from day #1)
Positive cash-flow exc. capital repayments: net operating income exceeds interest payments
Positive cash-flow: net operating income exceeds all outgoings
Positive return on capital: accumulated income exceeds accumulated outgoings

It is important to note when setting fee rates and financial targets that the community will have
accrued a substantial financial asset and long-term source of revenue.

Targets
Target #
1
2
3
4

Financial goal
Positive operating income
Positive cash-flow exc. capital repayments
Positive cash-flow
Positive return on capital

Target date
Year #1
Year #5
Year #10
Year #15

Stage #A (limited opening hours)
While existing staff members and trusted partners will be able to provide security-related services
when on-site, around 20 weekly hours of additional care-taking time will be required. Utility costs
include gas, sewage, water and electricity (although solar power to reduce the costs of the latter).
Services offered by staff and trusted partners “as usual” from this basic level of operation include:
U1.1 Sports & Social Club operating on three weekday evenings and at weekends
U2.3 Monthly Sports & Social Club events
U3.1 Parish Council Committee meetings (4/month)
G1.1 Cambridge Kids Club weekday pre-school and after-school sessions (lower “main hall”)
G2.2 Parish Council meetings (monthly) (lower “small hall” – wood floor)
The overall real and notional income should cover the anticipated costs of around £20Kp.a.
In addition, during staff or partner presence, a limited range of additional services will be possible:
U1.2 Cottenham Business Club Hot Desks (up to 8 hot desks)
U2.2 Cottenham Business Club Meetings (screened areas in the adjacent space)
G1.4 Exercise classes (lower “main hall”)
G1.5 Polling station (lower “main hall”)
G2.1 Recreation activities (lower “small hall” – wood floor)
G2.4 Community meetings (lower “small hall” – wood floor)
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Stage #B (ad-hoc extension)
Once stage #A operation is established, adding a part-time marketing/events manager and
additional caretaking time will enable service hours to be extended on an ad-hoc basis, retaining
staff presence during operations.
Apart from the previously-listed services being available for longer hours, the following additional
services become possible within a £20K p.a. additional expense budget:
U2.1 Community meetings
G1.2 Day Centre
G1.3 Public meetings (capacity 120)
G1.6 Public parties (birthdays to weddings to wakes)
G2.3 Arts performances and/or exhibitions
Larger events combining several halls will also be possible at this stage.
Stage #3 (intensification)
Once stage #B operation is established, moving to full-time marketing/events manager and
additional caretaking time will enable service hours to be extended to the full permitted range 7
days per week, retaining staff presence during operations for an additional £20K p.a. costs.
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9 Next milestones
What are the next key milestones?


Adapt the design in line with pre-application reports on planning issues



Obtain planning permission from SCDC



Confirm collaboration with Cambridgeshire County Council – Education



Confirm CUS&SC (or alternative) as operating partner



Confirm other lead partners (e.g. Kids Club)



Application to MHCLG for borrowing power (around £2.7 million)



Authorise technical design



Enter competitive procurement process

How do we get to them?


Obtain planning permission from SCDC – wait and see; may need / want to amend



Application to MHCLG for borrowing power – formal application needs planning
permission, proof of residential support, business plan etc.



Authorise technical design – CPC - conditional on planning permission?



Once construction contracts are placed, develop detailed collaborative agreements with
CUS&SC and other key partners.
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